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Abstract
‘Means with meaning’ when used for transmission of messages is called ‘information’, their evolution
over the past is described. Information encoded in medium is called ‘informatic product’ directed at
changes of mental states. In linguistic modelling information is carried in the subordinate clauses of
certain dynamic verbs. This notion is used for developing ‘selective’ and ‘semantic’ information in
which ‘quantity of information’ is related to ‘variation’ and ‘precision of information’. A ‘design
methodology’ for design of information systems is demonstrated. Dynamic linguistic modelling is used
for developing ‘prototypes’ of information systems which show how information is propagated in time
towards outcome or final state of change of mental state and how it is used for compensating resistance
to change.
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1.0

Introduction

Living things, in particular human beings, have the propensity for expressing views,
opinions and beliefs about parts of the world including their own body and mind.
These views, opinions and beliefs appear to be stored in the mind as symbolic images
of parts of the world which are called ‘means with meaning (mwm)’. When
communication occurs between living things, an instance of a view, opinion or belief
is expressed as a chosen mwm and encoded in a medium. Medium creates an
appropriate physical effect for the sense organs to be excited either through an
impression or interaction [Korn, 2009]. However, there is an immense variety and
diversity of things in the world. The variety and diversity of mwm cannot possibly
match each instance of the variety and diversity of parts of the world that existed in
the past, exists now and will exist in the future.
These remarks prompt the need for constructing special objects or ‘things which stand
for a whole range of other things’ which are perceived to share one or more features
which can be used to construct representations of parts of the world. For instance,
‘colour’ is one such feature. Thus, an abbreviation is introduced to form mwm called

‘elements’. An element is a chosen basic part which an observer uses to construct a
mwm. A mwm consists of elements in relationships built up until the mwm becomes
meaningful. For example, we can say that the word ‘mile’ is meaningful, it denotes a
unit of distance, constructed from elements called ‘letters of the alphabet’ arranged in
relations. Using the same elements but changing the relations we arrive at ‘lime’
which is also meaningful, it refers to a ‘tropical citrus tree’. Changing an element
affects meaning, for example, changing the letter ‘n’ to ‘m’ in ‘snug’ leads to ‘smug’.
In general, the construction takes place by nature (cloud (which signifies approaching
rain)), manually (painting (of a face)) or theoretically (symbol (letter of an alphabet)).
Mwm exhibit hierarchy which is strongly manifested in natural language. We have
‘letters’ as elements leading to ‘words’ which are then arranged into ‘sentences’ of
more or less complexity [Burton, 1984, Korn, 2009]. A declarative sentence of the
subject-predicate form is the basic construction or mwm for representing a situation or
a scenario. We conclude that mwm reflect the systemic view [Korn, 2009].
Mwm which have been evolved by human beings over the past millennia and can be
carried in the mind as images, are:
Ancient/current methods (1. Heated bones, flight of birds, tarot cards, astrology,
palmistry..)
Images (2. Pictures, sculptures, diagrams,… gestures, dances, earth tremors, clouds,
variety of signs, icons and indexes),
Symbols (3. Natural language (letters, words, sentences), 4. Music (musical signs,
tunes, rhythm), 5. Mathematics (numbers, letters, relations)).
Mwm as indicated by numerals have led to human intellectual activities like :
1. Superstitions, 2. Fine and performing arts, 3. Literature, 4. Music, and 5.
Conventional science and their combinations like ‘ballet’. The historical development
of mwm reflects the intellectual development of humanity.

At the most fundamental level we perceive parts of the world as ‘wholes’. Mwm are
used for interpretation or analysis of wholes. Which particular mwm is chosen
depends on the intellectual taste of the ‘interpreter’. A painter chooses a picture, a
composer chooses music, a scientist uses mathematics and so on.

1.1

Models and Information

The idea of ‘things which stand for other things’ or means of interpretation or mwm
are used for:
1. Representation of parts of the world or models stored in the mind or in a medium
like ‘paper’ or ‘hard disk’, or for
2. Conveying messages about parts of the world or information.
A mwm is encoded in a medium which creates the physical effect by impinging on
organs of perception. Mwm act as bearers of information when used for carrying
messages. Medium + information flow is called ‘informatic product’ just like medium
+ energy flow is called ‘energetic product’ used exclusively for changing the mental
or physical state of a chosen, changing object in the context of purposive activity
[Korn, 1995, 2009].
For example, in the sentence ‘boy shouted loudly to his friend (‘model’ with dynamic
verb implying medium of ‘air for carrying sound’ and qualified by adverb ‘loudly’)
that the ice cream van is coming (subordinate clause carrying ‘information’ and
qualifying the verb).
Accordingly, information as part of a product is defined as a message encoded in
mwm summed up as icons, indexes or symbols [Peirce, 1955] to which meaning in
relation to a real or imaginary part of the world is assigned by a living being and
attached to a medium to form a ‘product’. A message is to be deciphered by another
living being sharing knowledge of ‘elements’ and the ‘rules of combining’ them. In
particular, information in linguistic modelling is defined as a subordinate clause
carried by special, dynamic verbs as in ‘Solicitor ‘notified’ his client ‘that the case has
been won’’[Korn, 2009]. In this paper we use this operational definition of
information as the basis for further development.

1.2

Historical Development Of The Concept Of Information

An early reference to the use of information, although oblique, was made by Maxwell
in his paper on ‘engine governors’ [Maxwell, 1868] and through the notion of
‘demon’ [Jeans, 1921]. In both, information is considered in the context of operation
of a purposive system. The job of the demon was to recognise molecules with
different speeds enclosed in a closed container separated by a wall with a hole. The
demon then opened and closed the hole to let the faster molecules into one part and
the slower ones into the other. By this means the demon raised the temperature in one
section of the container and lowered it in the other, apparently, without expenditure of
work. This contradicts the 2nd law of thermodynamics, a paradox which was not
resolved until recently. Nowadays we recognise that Maxwell pointed to the operation
of control systems consisting of energy and information bearing regions interfaced by
an amplifier with appropriate power supply which, theoretically, requires zero
physical power at its input port to operate [Korn, 1995].
Szilard recognised that the demon was acting on information. He invented the term
‘negentropy’ in this connection [Szilard, 1929]. Brillouin made important contribution
to the link between thermodynamics and information [Brillouin, 1956]. The question
of information was raised later in the context of transmission of electrical signals
[Nyquist, 1924, Hartley, 1928] leading to Shannon’s work [Shannon, 1964].
Information as a concept with meaning was investigated [Bar-Hillel, 1964]. A theory
of information was proposed by Devlin [Devlin, 1991]. Information theory appears to
be a subject still developing and is a topic of intense interest [Anon, 1995, Winder,
1997].
Although systems for the transmission of information had been in existence since
living things felt the need to communicate, the notion of information system has
evolved as a result of development and extensive use of personal computers and their
effect on methods of management and business [Stair et al, 2008]. The nature and
principles of operation of information systems is not established [Beynon-Davies,
2009].

Considering the literature, the concept of information appears to have been treated in
isolation without a theory of information systems. Such systems are immensely
pervasive in their use by living things: humans, animals and plants at micro and
macroscopic levels and by the vast variety of organisations formed by these things.
Information is used by physical objects predominantly as part of purposive systems,
inclusive of hardware type of control systems, to bring about a mental change of state
directly or indirectly, in much the same way as energy is utilised. Accordingly, the
intention of this paper is:
1. To discuss the concept of information from the point of view of its playing a part in
the operation of information systems, and, 2. To outline the application of linguistic
modelling of scenarios to the design of such systems enabling objects in relations with
quantitative and qualitative properties, to be handled symbolically and by computing
when software becomes available [Korn, 2009].

2.0

Concept Of Information

We discuss the notion of information from the point of view of its acting as
‘informatic product’ for the change of mental states of chosen, changing objects.
There are many kinds of mental states described by abstract terms like ‘sadness’,
‘cleverness’ some of which are caused by informatic products. In general, in the
context of information, we are concerned with two kinds of change of mental states:
1. From uncertainty (when we are aware of a choice or selection of objects or
possibilities) towards more certainty as in ‘The passenger notices (information
bearing verb) that ‘the train has 5 carriages with 20 rows of seats each with 6 seats
(subordinate clause i.e. information with uncertainty)’’. The passenger may be
prompted by this information to find a particular seat which leads to acquiring
certainty.
2. From ignorance (when we are not or partially aware of an aspect of a part of the
world) towards awareness like in ‘The guard warned (information bearing verb) the
waiting passengers (with ignorance) that ‘the train overdue by 20 min, is now
approaching (subordinate clause i.e. information)’’. We assume that the purpose of

the ‘guard’ in creating and transmitting this information is to input awareness to
passengers to get them ready for boarding the train when it arrives at the station.
Accordingly, we have two types of information which are used to alleviate:
1. Uncertainty called ‘selective information’ (selection of a particular item from a
group of items or ensemble like choosing a letter from a number of letters or a seat on
a train or an arrangement of on/off switches).
2. Ignorance called ‘semantic information’ (generation of messages like issuing
notices, instructions or commands, giving advice…, transmitting feelings like pain,
love etc).
The definition of information which has been given in the context of dynamic
linguistic modelling applies to both types of information since their structure is the
same as demonstrated by the examples just given and as such can be covered by the
same definition. Classical communication theory is concerned with selective
information only in which its amount is defined as the ‘logarithm to base 2 of the
number of items in an ensemble or group of entities like letters of the alphabet’
[Shannon, Weaver, 1964].
Our intention is to relate both kinds of information to one - and two - place sentences
in processed natural language [Korn, 2007]. Unprocessed natural language is the
primary symbolism that can be manipulated by the mind [Johnson-Laird, 1988]. Thus,
hopefully, we may suggest a unified approach to information.
This can be done by demonstrating the structure of information explicitly through its
definition as one or more simple sentences with qualified constituents carried in a
subordinate clause. This is represented as a diagram of a two – place sentence in
Fig.1. In a sentence a noun or noun phrase constituent may be seen as a ‘space of
meaning’ denoted by that noun as far as concrete objects are concerned. Abstract
objects need to be broken down into their constituents as related objects or one – and
two – place sentences [Korn, 2009].

A dynamic or a stative verb constituent

represents the ‘space of all actions or states’. The function of qualifiers is to ‘locate’
an object, action or state within a space with increasing precision in direction of the
arrows as shown in Fig.1. This is done by qualifying the qualifiers towards

completing the diagram by ending with ‘data’ which impart certainty to a qualifier
within limits of tolerances. There is no higher precision than data expressed in
numerical terms.
We introduce the notion of ‘number of units of information’. With reference to the
definition of information in the context of dynamic linguistic modelling, the
subordinate clause of dynamic verb usually signalled by the connective ‘that’, may
carry a number of one – and two – place, simple sentences. The simple sentence is the
smallest or minimal element that carries the meaning of ‘related objects’ through the
subject – predicate construction [Burton, 1984]. The ‘subject’ indicates the location of
interest to a living being, usually human, which is related to the rest of the ‘predicate’
: a verb and perhaps another noun phrase standing for another object, or to itself as in
‘man shaves’. Each simple sentence then carries a message as mwm and is called ‘unit
of information’.
subject

verb

adjectival/adverbial
phrases

noun

adverbial
phrases

(context free sentence)

adjectival/adverbial
phrases

.
.
.
.
.
.
....... to other qualifiers until or if ‘data’ are reached .....
Figure 1.

2.1

Diagram of semantic information.

Quantitative Method

We demonstrate how sentences as represented by the diagram in Fig.1. [Korn, 2001]
giving semantic information, can be used to express selective information. We have:
‘John was bored with his job so he wrote a letter to his boss saying that he, a high
wages man, resigns unwillingly from the company, with good working conditions, in
1 week’.
Probability in each column in Fig.2. or probability that a sentence element is to be
found in level one AND level two AND so on ….
p = .5

p = .5 x .25 = .125

p = .5

john

resigns

from company

1

2

3

high wages
low wages
p = .5

unwillingly
willingly
p = .5

good working conditions
poor working conditions LEVEL 1
p = .5

in 1 week
in 2 weeks
in 3 weeks
in 4 weeks
p = .25
Figure 2.

(context - free
sentence)

LEVEL 2

Selective and semantic information in ‘john/company’ example

Probability of any unbiased sentence being selected as a unit of information for
transmission, is the product of these probabilities since qualifiers in the 1st AND 2nd
AND 3rd columns must occur together. The ‘quantity of information’ in a sentence, if
each is equally likely, is given by:
I = Σ(log2(1/pi)) = 1 + 3 + 1 = 5 bits

1.

Alternatively, we introduce the notation to designate the three sets in Level 1:
X = {A(hw), B(lw)}, Y = {C(uw), D(wi)}, Z = {E(gwc), F(pwc)} from which we
generate the ensemble by expanding the sets using Cartesian product with 2 x 2 x 2 =
8 items to obtain
ACE
ACF
ADE
ADF

BCE
BCF
BDE
BDF

2.

which is the ensemble in which the quantity of information equals log2 8 = 3 bits. In
Fig.2. we have Y = {C(uw), D(wi)} each of which is expanded into w(1 w), x(2 w),
y(3 w), z(4 w) which when inserted into eq.2. gives (4 x 2) x 4 = 32 items in the

ensemble. From eq.1. we then have I = log2 32 = 5 bits which is the amount of choice
generated by the method.
Any of the items in eq.2. can appear to the ‘boss’ since they are equally likely. For
example, the statement in the 1st line of the 1st column in eq.2. is read as:
‘ACEw(1 w)’: ‘Boss becomes aware of the letter written by john who is on ‘high
wages’ resigns ‘unwillingly’ in ‘1 week’ from company with ‘good working
conditions’’. This is one of the many possible outcomes of the scenario.
In general, the schemes depicted in Figs.1. and 2. can be expanded indefinitely: In
Level 1. any number of ‘vague’ adjectival phrases can be added horizontally to
qualify the subject, ‘s’ and noun, ‘n’ with adverbial phrases to qualify the verb, ‘v’ in
a two – place sentence. Levels 2., 3. and so on or the vertical expansion can be created
under each adjectival and adverbial phrase which are ‘nestled’ into qualifiers in Level
1. This idea can be expressed symbolically as follows:
s((j), ((i(pi) k(pk)), (k(pk) l(pl)), (l(pl) m(pm)))

3.

similarly for ‘n’ and ‘v’ the Cartesian product of which can then be worked out. In
eq.3. ‘p’ denotes probability, ‘j’ designates the number of qualifiers under each ‘i’, ‘i’
refers LEVEL 1 qualifiers, ‘k’, ‘l’, ‘m’ and so on including ‘data’ are qualifiers in
vertical expansion with each set is nestled into the one above. The probabilities in the
vertical expansion are related by their product
pi pk pl pm….. = p(total for each column of ‘s’, ‘v’ and ‘n’)

4.

and the product of probabilities of all three columns ‘s’, ‘v’ and ‘n’ is quantity of
information, as in eq.1. or
I = ∑(log2((1/ps) + (1/pv) + (1/pn)))

5.

We conclude that this example demonstrates how selective and semantic information
suggesting a unified approach to information theory, can be used as an integral part of

dynamic linguistic modelling [Korn, 2009]. We note that the quantity of information
increases in relation to the ‘amount of variation’ and vertical expansion in Fig.2. from
vagueness towards ‘precision’ because as precision of information increases the
probability of an object finding itself in a precisely defined state decreases. This
results in decrease of probability in eq.1. leading to increased quantity of information.
In Fig.2. if LEVEL 2 is empty then eq.1. gives I = 2 bits or one choice as shown. If
LEVEL 1 has one row then, although the sentence has semantic information, selective
information is zero. We have shown two methods for working out this quantity giving
the same results.
We note that the ‘boss’ can be exposed to a large number of variations of information
related to quantity of information each is in ‘competition for acceptance’. His/her
response can be assessed when we know his/her relevant character traits, likes and
dislikes or properties. This is an information design type of problem as demonstrated
in the next part.

3.0

Design Of Information Systems

Having established the operational description of information, we now show how
information functions as a means of changing the mental state of a chosen, changing
object (CO). We consider this topic in the context of design of an ‘information
system’ the task of which is to deliver information to CO. Or to produce ‘information
flow’ like an ‘energetic system’ creates ‘energy flow’ [Korn, 1995, 2009].

3.1

Basic Notions In Design

Before we apply a general ‘design methodology’ to design information systems, we
introduce basic notions which are useful in appreciating the methodology [Korn,
2009].

A. Purposive systems
In the context of design, change of state of a CO takes place in accordance with
purpose, not by chance. Thus, the objective of design methodology is to produce a
scheme or a ‘prototype’ of a purposive system which exhibits the CO and the
functional objects bringing about its change of state in accordance with purpose. Such

a scheme can be used, for example, for testing performance against expectations.
Fig.3. shows the generic diagram or scheme of purposive systems for changing a
single property of CO.
The scheme in Fig.3. consists of two feedback loops. One delivers the ‘informatic or
energetic product’ defined as a subset of a set of ordered pairs [Korn, 2007, 2009]
exerting interaction, the immediate cause of change. The other is actuated by the
difference between a property embodied in the statement of objective and that of
change of state of a CO. Environmental objects are needed for supplying energy and
information and to absorb material and thermal waste. Objective is set by agent 2 and
a difference between objective and current state is received by agent 1. Agents do not
exist when the scheme operates by chance.
The following ‘Remarks’ are intended to describe the basic features of the scheme in
Fig.3.
Remark 1. ‘Perhaps with some exaggeration operations according to purpose are as
common in living, in particular human activities in their every day and professional
life as the action of gravity in the material sphere’.
Remark 2. ‘No change of state expressed as a property can take place by itself. Action
is required for accomplishment of change either as a result of chance or purpose
subject to will in case of beings with central nervous system’.
Remark 3. ‘Formulation of the final state of a tangible CO is subject to the condition
that it is consistent with the initial state, both expressed by contingent properties. No
point in saying that the aim or final state is ‘Feet are to be covered’ when the
problematic initial state is ‘Feet are dirty’. Achievement of the former will not
alleviate the latter’.
Remark 4. ‘A control system or any purposive system is seen to consist of two
regions: that in which information or signals and the other in which energy as physical
power, circulate. The regions are interfaced by an ‘amplifier’.

Remark 5. ‘Only one property of a CO used to specify a change of state can be altered
at a time since only two properties can be compared at the same time : that included in
the objective with that indicating the current state through a feedback path’.

impressed or not (living aim satisfied)
unimpressed
living
being

living
being
final state (FS)
possible further action !!!???
impresses

problematic
initial state (IS)

changing property (CP)
changing
object (CO)

changing
object (CO)
OUTCOME

dynamic verb with :
interaction of change
(energy or information
exists at time  0
flow)
waste
power
environmental
PRODUCT
objects (EO)
feeds back
(P)
interaction
influence
current state
of delivery
of delivery
(physical or
of product
INNER
skilled power) (to be designed for time > 0)
(ps)
FEEDBACK
LOOP
INTERACTING
feeds back
OBJECTS including AMPLIFIER
current state of
(IO)
changing object
(cs)
sensor/
actuates according to
OUTER FEEDBACK
comparator 1 deviation : g((rd) – (ps))
LOOP
sensor/
(agent 1)
comparator 2
rd = f((rs) – (cs))
(agent 2)
reference for delivery (rd)
(aim or objective 1)
where ‘f’, ‘g’ mean ‘function of difference’
Figure 3.

objective 2 (rs) to refer
to final state
given to or set by agent 2
(exists at time  0)

Scheme of purposive activity for changing a single property

Thus, we conclude that exercising a design methodology should result in a purposive
system which converts an envisaged, future property or objective into an outcome or
final state or property of a CO.

B. Semantic functional relations (SFR)
We have said that the end result of design is a ‘prototype’, a purposive system the
generic scheme of which is shown in Fig.3. with the task of delivering information or
energy, as the case may be, to cause a change of state of a CO. The successful
delivery then converts a problematic initial state of the CO into a consistent final state
as stipulated by the objective at agent 2.
The scheme in Fig.3. consists of a specifically ordered arrangement of components. A
component has to be selected or invented so as to fit or to match adjacent components
to contribute to the formation of a physical structure, a functional whole in Fig.3., for
the transmission of information or energy towards creating an ‘outcome’ or final state
of change of state of a CO. A semantic functional relation (SFR) is the means which
ensures that there is a connection between components so that they fit or match.
The term ‘adjacent’ does not necessarily mean physical proximity like ‘between a
rider and his bicycle’. For example, ‘Many people in a nursing home are: old, frail,
hard of hearing, with poor eyesight. The doctor selected to fit this kind of people
when looking after them is preferred to have compassion, understanding and
knowledge of problems of old age, gentle in manners and so on’. The proximity or
connection is realised through medium such as talk (carrying information),
prescriptions of medication (paper + information) and so on.
A component fits to or matches another through a group of properties or features. For
example, we have ‘Feet which are
Feet need to be fitted with shoes which are
Size 8,
AND
size 8.5,
Rather wide,
to feel comfortable Shoes are of wide style,
Sensitive, blister
Inside of shoes is made of soft material’.
easily,

In addition, we have the effect of ‘environmental objects’ like ‘rain’ and ‘fashion’
which add two more properties to shoes like ‘being waterproof’ and ‘having high
heels’. The latter may well be considered incompatible with ‘wide style’ in case of
ladies’ shoes.
The function of SFR is to connect characteristics of one component and those of
environmental objects with characteristics of another component. Characteristics or
properties involved are called ‘quiescent properties (QP)’. Accordingly, we have
‘There is a selected group of QP embedded in sentences which describe:
1. First component such as a CO, and/or
2. Environmental objects’
AND ‘There is a ‘sentence or a phrase of commitment’ to fit, to match or to satisfy, or
to the contrary’, fulfilment of which
REQUIRES ‘A group of QP of a second component embedded in sentences or
phrases, which are to fit, to match or to satisfy QP of the first component’.
Successful connection between sentences carrying QP of a first component and those
of a second component so that the latter fit or match the former, can be achieved
through the introduction of a ‘phrase of commitment’ and elucidation of the meanings
of the two sets of sentences to create a semantic connection. The connection can be
established through the notion of ‘entailment’ (Saeed, 1997). So we can say:
((QP)f and/or (QP)e AND ‘sentence of commitment’ together) – entail – (QP)s

6.

which says that ‘if a characteristic of a first component, ‘(QP)f’, and/or that of an
environmental object, ‘(QP)e’, together with a ‘phrase of commitment’ are known
then a characteristic of a second component, ‘(QP)s’, is also known. For example, ‘the
lady has just had her hair done, (QP)f, and it is raining, (QP)e’, AND ‘she does not
want her hairdo to be spoilt’ then this REQUIRES that ‘she carries an umbrella or any

other suitable implement, (QP)s, to protect her hair.’ In other words, the ‘requirement’
for not spoiling her newly created hairdo in the rain, is that ‘she carries an umbrella’.
We note that the content of statement of requirement depends on the content of
‘phrase of commitment’. In the previous example, if we say ‘she does not care
whether her hairdo is spoilt or not’ then ‘she might as well carry a sieve or nothing at
all’. Also, we assume that we are familiar with the terms used in the sentences, for
example, we know that an ‘umbrella’ is a concrete object made of waterproof material
(we know what ‘waterproof’ means) and its geometric properties are such as to cover
a person of normal size.
There is a finite range of components ‘suitable for matching’. For example, in SFR, ‘it
is raining and to prevent herself from getting wet, requires her to use an umbrella, a
piece of plastic or a light sheet of any waterproof material’. Any one of these
components can be selected. There is, however, an infinite range of components
‘unsuitable for matching’. A ‘handful of sand’, for example, would be unsuitable for
preventing rain from making her wet.
We conclude that in order to design a scheme as that in Fig.3. we need to break down
the scheme into components which can then be connected by SFR’s. Assuming we
have a ‘final state’ of a CO, application of SFR begins with QP of (CO + EO) and
leads to QP of ‘product’.

C. Operation of SFR
We aim to demonstrate the mechanism of translating QP of a ‘first object’ + EO into
QP of a ‘second object’ as suggested by eq.6. In the general case the ‘unit of design’
consists of a ‘first object’ which undergoes change of state (CO) with a changing
property (CP), and a ‘second object’ which activates CO (AO) through exerting
interaction or impression [Korn, 2009] as shown in Fig.4. SFR in eq.6. is also used for
the selection of AO or medium. In grammatical terms:
1. The QP of objects (described by noun phrases) are designated by ‘adjectival
phrases’ and those of CP and interaction (described by dynamic verbs (DV)) by
‘adverbial phrases’.

2. Adverbial phrases, energy and information qualify interaction and carried by DV.

ready to generate
interaction or impression
second
object (AO)

problematic
initial state
first
object (CO)

dynamic verb (DV) :
with adverbials and/or
interaction of change
(energy or information flow)

first
object (CO)
changing property
(CP)
direction of
change

noun phrase with
second
adjectival phrases
object (AO)

Figure 4.

final state or
OUTCOME

direction of operation of
SFR

Scheme of ‘unit of design’

We conclude that it is CO, EO and CP which act as the source QP. QP of AO and DV
are to be determined by SFR from this source. This idea is demonstrated in the
scheme in Fig.5. including an example. The example is based on a change of state
from problematic initial state ‘Slow reading man has nothing interesting to read’ to
final state ‘Man is a fast reader of sporting news’.

D. Description of a person or a group
In analysing and designing information systems we deal with a single or a group of
living beings, in particular humans. The problem is that, in general, we do not know
the properties which can play the part of QP in the scheme in Fig.3. with such beings.
Properties are well known in engineering from ‘engineering theory’ [Korn, 1995].
Here we have to create a methodical way to enable us to determine, not just to guess,
QP of a CO and/or EO or QP of a ‘first object’ and/or EO so that we can then use SFR
to find properties of a ‘second object’ as indicated in Figs.4., 5.
We set up the method as follows --1. There is a profile of properties called ‘parameters’ which can be used for the
description of individuals or groups such as : age, occupation, social status,
personality traits, state of health, habits, properties of EO (designated CEO) and so on.

2. There is a specific group of individuals to which specific instances of parameters
can be applied to identify the group which are called ‘identifying properties (IP)’.
Inhabitants in a village, shoppers in a given locality, buyers of cars etc. are such
groups.
____________________________________________________________________
SOURCE OF QP

PHRASE OF
QUALIFYING QP
COMMITMENT
____________________________________________________________________
CO and/or EO with
adjectival properties
Man is ‘interested
in sport’

F. Adverbial properties
of INTERACTION
‘To satisfy his
interest’

Information: ‘To be supplied
with news about sport’

CP with adverbial
properties
Man is ‘slow reader’

‘To improve this’

Adverbial phrase: ‘Man is to
read with glasses’
____________________________________________________________________
CO and/or EO with
G. Selection of MEDIUM
adjectival properties
Man ‘needs to know about
sport frequently’

‘To satisfy this
need’

Medium: ‘Newspaper
delivered every day’

CP with adverbial
properties
none
-------------------____________________________________________________________________
CO and/or EO with
H. Adjectival properties of
adjectival properties
MEDIUM
Man ‘has little money’

‘To cater for this’

Newspaper ‘is cheap’

‘To discourage him’ or
‘To encourage him’

Newspaper ‘is to have
small or large print’

CP with adverbial
properties
Man ‘is avid reader
of sport news’
Figure 5.

Scheme to determine QP of interaction and AO

3. We ask the question : ‘If a specific group is confronted with or placed in a ‘specific
scenario’ what range of possible properties based on IP in response to such
confrontation would they exhibit ??’ These are called ‘contingent properties (COP)’
and used as properties of a ‘first object’ in SFR.
For example, ‘There are inhabitants in a remote village’, Parameter: their age, IP: 65
and over, Specific scenario or EO: there is a military airfield to be built nearby and
from IP we may suggest a COP:
1. Inhabitants are resigned and open to compensation (most likely ?), or 2. Inhabitants
with decision to move and so on. Selecting SFR as: ‘Inhabitants are resigned and open
to compensation’ AND ‘To obtain compensation’ REQUIRES ‘That lawyers be
appointed’.
In conclusion we can say that we have demonstrated a systematic method for
generating:
A. Information for changing mental state, B. Properties of objects called medium and
of interactions using SFR. SFR are based on semantic connections between statements
prompted by ‘phrases of commitment’. We have also shown how to select a medium
so that we can have a product i.e. (medium + information) as depicted in Fig.5. We
have suggested a method for obtaining properties of ‘first objects’ in Fig.4. when they
are living, in particular human.
In Fig.4. ‘direction of SFR’ means the successive application of SFR until the scheme
or generic prototype shown in Fig.3. is completed. Completion is accomplished by
following the steps of ‘design methodology’ [Korn, 2009]. In this methodology,
application of SFR to the scheme in Fig.3. begins with CO towards ‘product’ then
‘product’ takes on the role of CO and the next object needs to be determined and so
on as shown in the next part.

4.0

Scheme For Design Of Information Systems

Design thinking deals with imaginary and/or future scenarios but are usually derived
from existing, perceived problematic issues in the context of environmental objects
like stake holders or weather conditions. A designed scenario can be the result of
intuitive, creative activity or can be derived methodically following a ‘design
methodology’ [Korn, 2009]. The aim of this methodology is to produce an envisaged
scenario called ‘prototype’ following a procedure which will now be demonstrated
through an example omitting much of the details.
We consider the following ‘story of a scenario’: ‘As darkness approaches the elderly,
retired local inhabitants or ‘locals’, of the village situated in a fairly remote part of the
country, habitually draw their curtains and settle down to watch television. The
village doctor has found an increasing number of locals with minor complaints,
perhaps the result of ‘feeling of isolation’. This mental state is attributed to their
particular lifestyle or habit. Thus, the consensus of the doctor and healthcare workers
is that for the locals to have a more satisfying mental state of ‘feeling of belonging’,
their lifestyle needs to be changed by ‘persuasion’’.

STAGE 1. Elicitation of CO, its problematic IS and EO
Analysis of the story of the scenario consists of debate regarding agreement on the
problematic issue, determination of initiating and affected objects and breakdown of
linguistic complexities into one – and two – place sentences by means of ‘meaning
preserving transformations’ [Korn, 2009]. As a result, ‘doctor’ is agent 2 in Fig.3. and
the ‘problematic issues’ is identified as
PI = ‘locals’ + ‘locals feeling ill and isolated (due to their lifestyle)’
EO which have emerged so far is the ‘village’ and ‘health care workers’ as
stakeholders with relevant properties.

STAGE 2. Elicitation of FS, CP and product (P) as cause of CP

First step : Identification of FS
From the story we have identified PI as IS. We can construct a ‘semantic diagram’ of
the story [Korn, 2009] to help to envisage or propose a FS subject to Remark 3. Here
we have
IS = ‘locals feeling ill and isolated (due to their current lifestyle)’ which may lead to
FS = ‘locals have a feeling of belonging (due to their acquired, new lifestyle)’

Second step : Identification of CP
From the ‘First step’, CP connecting IS to FS may be described by
CP = ‘locals are acquiring new lifestyle (due to modifying their habits)’
which is a process carried out by the ‘locals’ to proceed from ‘current lifestyle’ to
‘acquired, new lifestyle’.

Third step : Identification of cause of CP as interaction in the generic product
CP is seen to be caused by interaction as in ‘information flow carried by medium’,
which comprise the ‘generic product’. This is described by the sentence
‘communication (encoded in medium) is to persuade the ‘locals’ (interaction
designated by dynamic verb to carry information to help locals acquire new lifestyle)’.
Accordingly, we say
CP – CAUSED by – ‘communication (encoded in medium) to persuade the ‘locals’
(interaction designated by dynamic verb to carry information to
help locals acquire new lifestyle)’

Fourth step : Identification of particular product
We need to find an actual medium as an artefact or to invent one, using SFR as
suggested by the scheme in Fig.5. To begin following the diagram in Fig.4., we select
CO in Fig.3. as the ‘first object’ and ‘product’ as the second object.
We use point ‘D. Description of a person or a group’. We have: Parameters = 1. Age
of locals, 2. Occupation, 3. Social status, 4. Personality, 5. State of health.
Correspondingly
IP1 = 65 and over, IP2 = formerly professional, IP3 = retired, IP4 = have worries,
IP5 = have lower level of hearing, IP6 = have lower level of eyesight, which yield the
COP properties from SFR.
‘In specific scenario ‘locals’ are confronted with = Locals are acquiring new lifestyle’.
We also have EO1 = (remote) village. Following the scheme in Fig.5., we have
F. ‘To obtain information flow’:
From IP1: ‘COP1 = Locals not familiar with available activities associated with new
lifestyle’, AND ‘To familiarise them’ REQUIRES: ‘Details of
planned activities are to be available (I1 = information)’
G. ‘To select medium’:
From IP1,2,5 and EO1: ‘COP5 = Locals prefer written communication’ and ‘CEO1 =
telephone facilities are poor’, AND ‘To meet these
problems’ REQUIES: ‘Medium such as letters’
If there is a choice of medium, ‘product selector matrix’ can be used [Korn, 2009].
H. ‘To find adjectival qualifiers of medium’
From IP6: ‘COP7 = Locals have lower level of eyesight’, AND ‘To make reading
easier’ REQUIRES: ‘Letters are prepared in large print’

Thus, the particular product is ‘Letters with information (I1) printed in large print
persuade locals (CO) to acquire new lifestyle’.

STAGE 3. Construction of semantic diagram of product, CO and activity
A semantic diagram is the diagrammatic representation of homogeneous language of
predicate logic conditionals [Korn, 2009]. In this stage the semantic diagram
representation of CO, product and the dynamic verb designating activity which
transfers the product to CO, is prepared. Here this is shown as part of the semantic
diagram of the ‘prototype’ in Fig.6.

STAGE 4. Preparation of model of prototype
The prototype is a semantic diagram of purposive system, a particular case of the
generic representation of such a system in Fig.3., acting so as to transform an
objective into an outcome or final state of a CO, the ‘locals’ in this example. Thus, the
basic topology of the prototype is given, its components are selected as shown in
‘Fourth step, G.’. Properties of components are determined by the method suggested
in point ‘D. Description of a person or a group’ when we deal with living things.
These properties are designated by the symbol ‘COP’ and appear as ‘ep’ properties in
the semantic diagram of the prototype. ‘Ep’ properties either facilitate or hinder a
change of state [Korn, 2009]. We saw in ‘Fourth step, F. and H.’ how we use SFR to
determine those properties which are intended to compensate for the hindering effect
of an‘ep’ property. These properties are called ‘calculating’ and are designated ‘cp’
[Korn, 2009].
We conclude that the result of design thinking is a prototype of purposive system
with:
1. Selected, concrete components to match or to fit other components to form a
dynamic whole, and
2. Properties of components and interactions to compensate for: 1. Perceived
properties of objects resisting change and, 2. Effects of environmental objects,
adverse or favourable.

ep(1,1) – COP1

ap(2,2) – are persuaded to have
new lifestyle
OUTCOME

CP
locals

locals
1

2

locals
lead to
in(2,2)

CHANGING OBJECT

persuade (info = I1
in(6,1) info = (factual + emotive)
cp(1,1,(I1))

14

ap(14,14) (have) ‘feeling of
belonging’
OUTER FEEDBACK
LOOP

letters

7

ap(13,13) delivered by
young persons
(aware of)
6
in(6,8) 13
delivered ‘letters’
INNER
FEEDBACK
LOOP
counted by
letters
in(14,3)
young persons
(cs)
hand…in(8,7)
8
(1. to locals,
ap(8,8) – (are
2. every day…, A2
prepared for)
3. to know…, I5)
delivery...

ap(6,6) (are handed cp(7,1) – in large print
to) locals…

young persons

in(11,11) =
prepare (for
delivery of letters)
doctor

DELIVERY

11 cp(11,1) – say hello
cp(11,11) – wear, ride
ep(11,11) - CEO3(rain,road)
cp(11,7) – every day
doctor

12
ap(12,12) (aware of) number of locals
with ‘feeling of belonging’ (cs)

Figure 6.

3
dp(3,11) – objective :
to persuade the…(rs)
ep(3,7) - COP9 (is concerned)
cp(3,3)(rs – cs) - difference

Semantic diagram of concrete objects of ‘locals/letters’

4.1

Derivation Of Predicate Logic Sequences From A Semantic Diagram

The intention is to demonstrate how changes of state are propagated in time by
predicate logic sequences and how the effect of inherent ‘ep’ properties are
compensated by designed ‘cp’ properties, all derived from semantic diagrams as
shown in Fig.6., for example. A much simplified presentation is given.

Homogeneous language of context-free sentences
Young persons hand letters (skilled power carrier)
Letters persuade locals (info carrier)
Locals lead to (info carrier)
Locals are counted by doctor (info carrier)
Letters are delivered by young persons (skilled power carrier)
Young persons prepare (skilled power carrier)

Semantic diagram
Shown in Fig.6.

Adjectival qualifiers with grading
Using point F. in ‘Fourth step’ we have
Properties of ‘locals’:
ep(1,1,(COP1)) – properties of CO and EO hindering change of state of ’locals’.
Folowing point F. in ‘Fourth step’ we have
Information: cp(1,1,(I1))
Properties of ‘letters’:
cp(7,1) – in large print

Logic sequences/topology of scenario
The topology of a semantic diagram is described by ‘causal chains’ which we obtain
by proceeding against the arrows of the directed dotted lines starting with an object
which no longer changes.
Causal chains : 1. 12, 3, 14, 2, 1, 6, 7, 8, 11 and 2. 13, 8, 6

The symbols ‘’ and ‘x’ in the following predicate logic expressions, mean
conjunction and application of formulae for combined certainty factor ‘cf’ [Durkin,
1994].
For causal chain 1. and from Fig.3.:
1/1 dp(3,11)  cp((3,3)(rs – cs))  in(11,11)
In words: ‘IF object 3 ‘doctor’ has objective (to persuade …. (‘rs’)) alerting object 11
‘young persons’, ‘dp’, AND there is a ‘calculating property’, ‘cp’, which is the
difference between total number of locals to be persuaded ‘to have new lifestyle’
(‘rs’)’ and the current number of ‘locals’ with ‘feeling of belonging’ (‘cs’) THEN
‘young persons prepare for delivery of letters, ‘in(11,11)’’. The abbreviations ‘rs’ and
‘cs’ are taken from Fig.6.
1/2 in(11,11)  ep(11,11,(CEO3)) x cp(11,11)  ap(8,8)
In words : IF ‘young persons prepare for delivery of letters, ‘in(11,11)’’ AND ‘young
persons are aware of rain and poor roads in the village’, ‘ep’, which is combined with
‘young persons wear raincoats and ride bicycles’, ‘cp’, so as to counter the effect of
‘ep’ property THEN ‘young persons are prepared for delivery of letters, ‘ap(8,8)’’.
We do not show the rest of causal chain 1. until
1/6 (in(6,1,(I1))  (ep(1,1,(COP1)) x cp(1,1,(I1)))  ap(2,2,(I1))
In words: IF ‘letters with information, I1, (details of planned activities are to be
available) persuade locals’, ‘in(6,1,(I1))’ AND ‘locals are not familiar with available
activities associated with new lifestyle, ‘ep’, which is combined with ‘locals are
supplied with details of planned activities’, ‘cp’, so as to counter the effect of ‘ep’
property THEN ‘local are persuaded to have new lifestyle, ‘ap(2,2(I1))’’.

Interactions with adverbial qualifiers
in(8,7) – hand (to locals, every day, to know)
in(6,1) – persuades (strong terms, info = (factual + emotive))
in(2,2) – lead to
in(6,8) – delivered by
in(14,3) – counted by
in(11,11) – prepare (for delivery of letters)

Logic sequences with graded adjectives/data for cf
In this section certainty factors, ‘cf’, are introduced into graded qualifiers [Durkin,
1994, Korn, 2009] and shown how they are propagated towards ‘outcome’. A
certainty factor is a subjective measure of belief, opinion or view regarding the
existence of a state or occurrence of an event. ‘Cf’ vary from – 1 (definitely not) to +
1 (definitely yes) with, for example, 0.6 (probably) in between and are assigned to
statements carrying a belief.
To incorporate ‘cf’ into predicate logic statements, the notation in ‘Logic
seqneces/topology of scenario’ needs to be expanded. Thus, the conditionals are
expressed as:
1/1 dp(doc,3,11,(hasobj(ok,100/1)))(cf = 1)  cp(doc,3,3,(diff(rs – cs,100/1)))(cf =1)
 (.8)in(prep,yp,11,yp,11,(del(yes)))(cf = .8)
1/2 in(prep,yp,11,yp,11(del(yes)))(cf = .8) 
(ep(yp,11,11,(CEO3),(vil(rain,- .6))) x cp(yp,11,11,(wear(ride, .85))))(cf = .5) 
(1)ap(yp,8,8,(prep(yes)))(cf = .5)
in which we work out ‘cf’ as described in [Durkin, 1994]. The result is that in
conditional 1/1 the outcome ‘young persons prepare (delivery of letters)’ is ‘almost
certain, cf = .8’ and that in 1/2 ‘young persons (are prepared for) delivery of letters’ is
‘less than probable, cf = .5’.
We point out the countering, compensating, reinforcing or subtracting effect of
states of affairs or properties is found by the methodology of design thinking
expressed as ‘cp’ properties’. For example, in conditional 1/2, CEO3 means ‘In the

village it rains frequently….’ carrying cf = - .6 which is then countered by cp(11,11) –
‘Young persons wearing raincoat…’ carrying cf = .85. The result is the outcome
‘young persons (are prepared, yes) with certainty ‘less than probable’.
1/6 in(pers,let,6,loc,1,(I1),(loc(yes)))(cf = .405) 
(ep(loc,1,1,(COP1),(notfam(act, -.7))) x cp(det,1,1,(I1),(plan(act,.8))))(cf = .333)
 (1)ap(loc,2,2,(I1),(per(new)))(cf = .333)
which describes the consequent of the conditional or the outcome at object 2 in Fig.6.
‘locals (are persuaded to have) new lifestyle’ with certainty of ‘less than may be, cf =
.333’.
We conclude that the application of ‘design methodology’ leads to a semantic
diagram representation of ‘prototype’ as depicted in Fig.6. The prototype exhibits the
structure of the scenario with objects, their properties and interactions and
demonstrates how possibility of favourable outcome or ‘acquired property’ at object 2
or 14 can be improved. Improvement can be affected by increasing and/or changing
the ‘units of information’ and regulating their ‘cf’ values through better subjective
judgements as well as selecting more suitable product and other objects.
In statement 1/6 and Fig.6. we have one ‘unit of information’ i.e. I1 = ‘Details of
planned activities are to be available’. This means that selective information is zero or
the quantity of information from eq.1. is zero since the logarithm of one is zero, there
is no choice. We have semantic information only.

5.0

Conclusions

The concept of information in the context of linguistic modelling has been described
as one – and two – place sentences carried in the subordinate clauses of sentences
with dynamic verbs, each is called ‘unit of information’. These verbs denote
perception and transmission of messages. This interpretation of information has two
aspects: ‘selective’ and ‘semantic’ information, both have ‘quantity’ which has been
related to ‘precision’ and ‘variation’ of information. The idea of factual and emotional
information and predicate logic statements which can carry uncertainties other than
‘cf’ and mathematics, have not been considered here [Krause, Clarke, 1993].

Units of information are used for changing mental states of objects, their attachment
to dynamic verbs which designate interaction makes it possible to incorporate
information flow as part of dynamics of propagation of state towards outcome or final
state of a changing object. Whether change of mental state of objects exhibiting will
actually occurs or not, has not been investigated here.
A methodology for design of information systems which leads to a ‘prototype’, has
been demonstrated. It is constructed of ‘concrete objects’ with properties and
interactions so as to be capable of being exposed to test of experience. A prototype
shows the certainty of occurrence of outcome and the factors which affect it. When
software is available, questions of performance can be answered. Further research into
the method described here and more substantial applications are needed.
We make further remarks:
1. Information unlike energy, can be generated apparently from nothing and can be
destroyed. Information is not subject to the 1st law of thermodynamics.
2. Energetic interaction such as ‘force times velocity’ is a necessary and sufficient
condition for the occurrence of physical change of state such as an ‘accelerated body’.
Informatic interaction, on the other hand, such as ‘influence carrying information’ is
neither necessary nor sufficient condition for the occurrence of mental change of state
such as from ‘unhappy to happy’. This is so since living things, in particular humans,
can generate changes of their own mental state and ignore or refuse to accept any
influence.
3. Increasing the number of ‘units of information’ increases the complexity of a
message. Complexity of message may increase the effectiveness of message in
changing the mental state of a changing object. In general, increased complexity of a
product increases its effectiveness as defined but at the expense of increased
complexity of its production.
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